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BEACH CREW WITH TABLES AND HUTS, 13 AUGUST. Standing, L-R: Gene Dawe,
Wilmer Joseph, Perry Pinder, Mark Klosky, Bob Boonstra, Jay Drennan, Matt Hoopes.
At the wheel is el Maestro, Tommy Pinder. Photograph by Charlie Moore.

Dear Friends,
Another winter season is nearing and there are some developments that
I would like you to be informed about.
¶ New Tractor-Trailer. The Association took delivery of a brand new
rig last summer. The combination was successfully put to the test at Rainbow
Beach on August 13th when a team of residents helped remove picnic tables
and thatched huts for hurricane season. I was joined by the crew shown above.
With new rig it took only ninety minutes to move tables and huts to the fenced
area behind the maintenance building—record time for this annual chore. I
would like to extend sincere thanks to all volunteers who made the task seamless
on what felt like the hottest day of the year!
¶ Building Approvals: George Chiulli has been appointed to head up
the Rainbow building plan approval process. Together with any other board
members, George is responsible for approving building plans in the subdivision.
George combines many years of experience with full knowledge of the
Association covenants. We are confident that there will be a smooth transition.
¶ Boat Ramp and Roads. The ramp near the maintenance building is
being repaired and should be completed in November. Bob and Maureen
Poehlman will spend less time here in upcoming years, and Bob has regretfully
made the decision to step down as Vice President of road projects. The board
reviewed its long-range road plans on September 30th and will have a complete
plan in place to present to members at the Annual General Meeting on 3 March
2007. See also the adjacent report on recent road improvements.
¶ Association Fees. Last March, members voted to change the by-laws,
allowing the Board to amend fees based on usage, square footage and zoning so
as to make a fee scale more equitable amongst members. The Board has discussed and proposed a fee scale for 2007. (See page 10.)
¶ Many thanks! I would like again to thank everyone for their support
in carrying out the many duties of the Association. I warmly welcome John
Kavali and Richard Longchamps, elected to the Board in March 2006, both of
whom have donated considerable time and effort to the road projects. Well into
my second year as president, many changes are occurring as new friends emerge
and others depart. Through this transition we sincerely hope that the
Association can continue the success so apparent over the past five years, particularly with respect to roads and park sites. The donations of
time by so many willing hands for the benefit of Rainbow
Bay Subdivision is deeply appreciated by us all.

Perry
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RAINBOW & ELEUTHERA NEWS

WHAT’S HAPPENING
ROADS: THE ONGOING BATTLE. New Tar and Sanding Preserves Cement Road Repairs;
New Water Lines Installed; CEPAC Formed to Support Police • BY MATT HOOPES

I

n early September a “mini rage”
arrived at high tide on the
Atlantic coast, causing large
swells to crash over the rough
road area that was partially patched
and cemented a year ago. It caused
some of the same area to break up
again. (What else is new?) The debris
has been since cleared by Tommy
Pinder and Rainbow’s new tractor.
In June your Association's Board
of Directors, based on the advice of
then-Vice President of road projects,
Bob Poehlman, voted to tar, sand and
roll a one-mile stretch of road, taking
in Overhill Drive from the Queen’s
Highway opposite the Inn, all the way
over to Ocean Drive almost as far as
Cross Island Drive. The work was performed by Symonnette Enterprises in
Rock Sound. This section of road had
just received the patch and smear
cement treatment that we’ve been
applying to subdivision roads for the
past several years. By sealing freshly
cemented sections, we hope to extend
the life of the road considerably.
RBPOA President Perry Pinder
says: “Although Symonnette’s started
the job later than we desired, they were
done by the end of July. I examined the
road in detail in August and thought
that the job was indeed well done.”
While it has only been a few
months since the work was completed,
it appears to have held up well under
all the heavy rain we’ve had. The work
will be evaluated by the Board (and
other interested residents) to determine
if this process should be continued
when finances permit.
In August a dump truck tried to
go up Overhill Drive from the Inn. It
was loaded with huge rocks‚ so many
that the rear tires were almost flat.
The truck couldn’t make it and slowly
started backing down, but suddenly

AFTER THE “RAGE”: Ocean Non-Drive.

gained momentum and went flying
backwards down the road, across the
Queen’s Highway, ending on its side by
the RBPOA maintenance building! The
truck driver did an amazing job, getting back across the Queen’s Highway
from Overhill Drive and then back to
Lazy Shore, while avoiding the maintenance building and its stone wall.
Fortunately, the two crew members climbed out, shaken up but
unhurt, and started walking towards
Hatchet Bay. One of them must have
called McClain Pinder, because he was
there within minutes and organized
one huge crane to upright the truck.
All’s well that ends well!
FREDDIE FERGUSON AIDS
WATER LINE INSTALLATIONS
In the last issue of The Rainbow
Times, Water and Sewer Department
Manager Greg Johnson explained the
necessity of the Bahamian government’s
need to assume responsibility for
Rainbow’s waterlines and to set guidelines for residents to follow. Mr.
Johnson has been true to his word in
his willingness to work with Rainbow
residents, and recently helped Freddie
Ferguson connect four of Freddie’s
clients’ homes along Wandering Shore
Drive, across from the Rainbow Beach,
to the new four-inch water line. While
Freddie master-minded the project, the
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Water and Sewage Department
trenched, laid the pipe, connected the
pipe to homes and installed meters.
Another four-inch line was connected to the existing line which
“Windswept’s” Laura and Birdy Crosby
installed themselves last year. This line
was continued along Treasure Hill
Road to a new house being built by
Mark Klosky and Jay Drennan.
Greg Johnson previously
described the reverse osmosis operation
being built at the site of the old U.S.
Navy Base. He is happy to report that
this work is now completed. The system
was recently tested, with water being
pumped south to Governor’s Harbour.
The quality of the water was excellent
and apparently the system can supply
one million gallons a day. Mr. Johnson
assures us that the water pressure in
Rainbow will improve as a result of the
new plant. Apparently the present system that now pumps water south from
North Eleuthera will soon be limited to
Spanish Wells and Harbour Island; the
new system will provide for most of the
rest of the island.
CEPAC FORMED TO SUPPORT
ELEUTHERA POLICE
While the Bahamian government
provides for and maintains police
departments throughout the
Commonwealth, it is hard to fund the
equipment which could improve the
forces’ effectiveness and efficiency,
which each island community desires.
Two months ago a new committee was formed in Governor’s Harbour
to assist the Eleuthera police force in
acquiring material that would benefit
the departments. Among the items suggested are additional patrol cars, a
police rescue boat, motorcycles and
bicycles. It is hoped that some of
continued on page 6 >>>

Eleuthera Byways: The “Queen’s Baths” & “Big Rock”

A

bout 100
yards south
of Glass
Window bridge,
pull off the road at
the remains of a
track leading up the
hill toward the Atlantic.
Walk up that path till you
get to the ocean, then turn left
toward North Eleuthera and carefully
work your way down into the cleft that
opens in the coral. You have arrived at
what locals call the “Queen’s Baths,” a
unique formation of coral caves and tidal
pools with the most exquisite colored
water you have ever seen, crystalline,
light turquoise “baths” that sparkle in the
sun. They are warm as a tub and alive
with tiny, colorful fish.
You can while away hours or all
afternoon here, usually by yourself.
Shellers will find jewel-like specimens in
the nearby pockets of sand, a new batch
delivered with every good surf. You can
wade or bathe in 85-degree water, a cold
drink in hand. Exploring the pools for
sea life, you’ll be mesmerized by the surf
and may get doused by a stray wave,
which reminds us... Warning: don’t get
close to the surf. The waters here are
deep and powerful, and can easily knock
you down and carry you off.
Ask even native Eleutherans about
the Queen’s Baths and chances are you’ll
draw a blank. But don’t miss this gem on
our Atlantic coast.—Richard Langworth

BIG ROCK IS A“KARST”
Few of us realize, when we go
shopping at our local Big Rock Store,
that the rock which gives the store its
name is a Karst formation. What’s that?
A ”karst” is a type of terrain, usually formed on carbonate rock (limestone, of which The Bahamas largely
consists) where groundwater has
solutionally-enlarged openings to form a
subsurface drainage system. Mild carbonic acid produced from carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere, particularly the soil
atmosphere, creates the solvent power of
groundwater on carbonate rocks. A karst
formation has been sculpted by chemistry rather than by erosion.

QUEEN’S BATHS (above), on the Atlantic
just south of Glass Window, is unknown
to most passers-by. BIG ROCK (below),
known to most everybody in Rainbow
Bay, is not often thought of as a “karst.”

When rainwater, which is slightly
acidic, mixes with decaying matter in the
soil and becomes more acidic, it can dissolve limestone fifteen times faster than

normal water. Hence, water running off
the surface has sculpted “Big Rock,” just
as it has the myriad of caves and holes in
the rocks that dot our landscape.
Many of us have noticed the
impressive “Cow and Bull” rock formations just south of the Glass Window
Bridge on the cliff overlooking the
Atlantic. One theory is that they have
been thrown up by a tsunami, and then
eroded by wind and sea. Another is that
they, too, are karst formations.
Next time you visit Big Rock, look
around and see a bit of Bahamian geological history. —Stewart Morrison
❖

Autumn 06: Comings and Goings

N

ote: This is a “people column”
by whomever writes us. If
you’re not mentioned it’s
because we haven’t heard from
you. Contact the editor (see page 2) with
your Eleuthera doings.
Freddie Ferguson writes: “I
would like to thank all the home owners for their prayers for and phone calls
to Theresa. God willing, she’ll be back
at the Inn come this November....I am
constantly getting positive feedback
from visitors on the good job the
Association does. In comparison to
other areas, Rainbow always comes out
on top. Congratulations to everyone
for their fine efforts.”
As of October the hurricanes
have avoided us. We did have a wind
storm from Hurricane Ernesto—a
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little salt spray but not much rain, and
it all quieted down quickly .... Anita
Kavali and Lili Koebl are engaged in a
neighborhood watch, making the
rounds just to look around and make
sure everything is okay. Thanks, ladies,
for your interest and assistance .... Gigi
Arcoutte is still busy writing; she has
heard from two publishers who have
shown interest in her novels. She and
Pierre had a nice trip to Canada but
were glad to get back here .... We are
pleased to welcome a new full-time
Rainbow Bay resident, Kathy Kinney,
who bought Gene Dawe’s house at the
far east (south) end of the subdivision.
Barbara Fischl donated more
plants for a second planter a tractor’s
width away from the first one she had
helped to construct on the triangle site

COMINGS AND GOINGS...
of the former refuse shed. Lili Koebl is
watering the plants as they root.
Frederica and Enrico TurrisiGrifeo, Cocodimama’s gracious owners,
are renovating two antique manor
houses behind the walls on the hill to
Batelco at Governor’s Harbour. They
will be high-end B&Bs, like “The
Landings” in Harbour Island. They’ve
put Cocodimama on the market, planning to educate their children in New
York City and to holiday in Italy.
Around the first of September,
Matt Hoopes was aroused by McClain
Pinder and with two people from
Nassau, who were “working on a project for Hatchet Bay.” Matt was asked
if they could use some of the pictures
in his book, Rainbow Rising. They
returned that afternoon, bringing TV
filming equipment; only then did Matt
learn they were from Nassau’s ZNS
TV, filming a series on family islands.
“They brought gear into my living room, moved things, and before I
could beg off were filming an interview,” Matt says. “I finally figured out
just what the focus was. I know I look
old, but this is only my twelfth year in
Rainbow—they just assumed, probably
because of the Rainbow history book,
that I’d been here at the height of the
Hatchet Bay Plantation.

“Did I remember how busy
Hatchet Bay used to be?...the ‘best
store on all of Eleuthera,’ to which
people drove from Governor’s Harbour,
before there were roads, to buy the
home-made ice cream?...the yacht club
and the movies and dances? I lied and
said yes to all! Then the key question:
If Hatchet Bay were to build new
stores, a yacht club and marina, would
the residents of Rainbow use them? I
assured them that with growing population of Rainbow as well as the cost of
gas, we would probably be very interested in supporting local businesses.”
Interview over, the cameraman
filmed and directed the pleasant and
charming lady from Nassau and Matt:
“Now climb the stairs, turn left, point
down at the book, now move your arm
toward Hatchet Bay.” Just as Matt was
catching on and hamming it up, it was
over. “If it ever actually airs,” he says,
“I may have to go into hiding for several weeks.”
Another Hoopes adventure
(“more things happen to me when the
winter residents are away”) involves a
September trip to Harbour Island during school recess: A tiny kid spotted
Matt walking by with his backpack
over his shoulder and shouted out
with glee, “It’s Santa Claus!” In no
time Santa was surrounded by thirty-

TRASH MAHAL COMPLETE: Is this cool
or what? A neat and sanitary trash collection shed, with two access points and
easy extraction for our dump truck, well
hidden from non-resident trash
dumpers: your Association in action!

five noisy boys and girls calling out,
“I want a play station...I want a computer!” Falling in with the program,
Matt asked one of the kids if she had
been a “good girl all year.” But she
started crying! So Claus made tracks
and hit the beach. Ah, life in paradise...
David Ingeals, who is nicely
rebuilding the former Almud house on
Ocean Drive, in partnership with Mark
Klosky, made news recently when they
received final permission from the
Bahamian government to build condos,
slips and a marina at Current Cut.
There was a ground breaking ceremony
on the site with government ministers
and ZNS TV coverage. The dock facilities may be available to non-resident
❖
boat-owners; stay tuned.

MILES GONE BY

Twenty Years Ago: “Relocate, Redesign, Redraw”

Ten Years Ago: “The Year of Accessibility”

Rainbow Bay Newsletter, September 1986

Greetings from Rainbow Bay, November 1996

W

W

e are looking forward to another pleasant winter season. Air
Flights can be arranged to Nassau from U.S. locations via
American, Delta, Eastern or Pan Am, and via Bahamasair to Governor’s
Harbour.... Max Wike, Jerry Zagornik and Chris Boone, members of
the Board of Directors, extend their gratitude to Bob and Maureen
Poehlman and Cy Ochs for the tremendous work that has been accomplished in the past two years, especially the improvement of roadways
and other Association properties at no cost to the Association. This volunteer assistance has saved the Association considerable money, which
has been diverted to a building fund to construct a multi-purpose maintenance building next to the tennis court. It is our aim to construct this
building without any additional cost to lot owners and members.
As announced previously, the original developers of Rainbow
Bay Subdivision, Rainbow Bay Ltd. and Gordon F. Price Ltd., did not
deed the community building site to the Association or lot owners.
This caused a serious delay in planned construction and forced us to
search for an alternate building site. It also forced the redesign and
redrawing of plans and the preparation of new specifications.

e are growing, but thankfully not too fast—the growth is leisurely
and orderly. Visitors who fall in love with Rainbow often dream
about buying or building, and several new places are ready to start; more
are nearing completion. Bill Albury has finished his home and moved in.
Enthusiastic new neighbors, Javonka and Laz Jovanovic, are 99% complete on their place and are preparing for a big Christmas celebration.
There were lots of tourists this summer, with a number of
homeowners dropping in. Lea and Barney Barnhill were in and out frequently. Frank and Shirley Gross hit the beach often while the water was
so lovely. Barbara and Alan Fischl sneak down from Long Island (New
York) as often as possible; now that they are qualified scuba divers they
enjoy diving here as well as other exotic parts of the sea. Bernie Bethel is
adding stock room space to Rainbow’s version of Walmart, Big Rock
Store. Freddie and Bernie have more rental cars. These added services
mean you need travel no farther than the Bay for most daily needs.
The “city” water line is very close to completion but still no
word on when water will flow. Storage tanks are almost ready and we
hope 1997 will be the year of accessibility.
❖
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CEPAC continued from page 3...
these items might be purchased used
from the USA or elsewhere, and/or
that some organizations abroad may be
in a position to donate some of them.
Under the able chairmanship of
Francis Carey, the Central Eleuthera
Police Action Committee (CEPAC)
has held four meetings to date to set
up the organizational details, to establish a foundation, and to select officers. While other members may be
added at a later date, the present committee consists of Administrator Ivan
Ferguson, A.S.P. Wendall Deveaux,
Inspector Lucas Ambrister, Sgt.
Newbold (Recording Secretary), Brian
Hanna, Sherwin Hilton, Mrs.
Kennedy-Adams, Matt Hoopes, Phillip
Swaby, Arthur Rolle, Lawrence Griffin,
and William Webster.
While CEPAC is still in the
organizational stage, various possibilities have been discussed for fundraisers, including a winter “Policeman’s
Masquerade Ball” to be held at the
Workers House. Matt Hoopes will
have tickets for Rainbow residents for
this gala event and additional donations can be made to CEPAC through
him at any time.
Residents who attended last
year’s Rainbow Community Meeting,
held by Inspector Ambrister in our
maintenance building, remember his
helpful advice, and the quick action
taken by his officers in regards to subsequent increased patrols of the area. It
is therefore most appropriate for all
residents to help this worthy cause.
BIG NUMBERS: DAVIS HARBOUR SOLD, COCODIMAMA
ON THE MARKET
Rainbow residents who keep
boats at Davis Harbour may have to
shift docks. The 23-acre site, which
includes Seashells and the Cotton Bay
Club, has just sold for $3 million—$2
million less than the asking price. If
you buy a condo at Seashells, you get
to play golf at Cotton Bay and dock at
the harbour. Cocodimama is also on
the market, at $4.2 million. (For the
reason see “Comings & Goings.”)

“T

hat was a place you were ho

ELEUTHERA FROM HONEY CREEPER HILL: Every time we look out from atop Rainbow
island we are privileged to live on. The beauties of Rainbow Bay are nowhere be

HOUSE AND LOT SURVEY
Our second survey of new houses
and cleared lots in Rainbow Bay was
made in mid-September. We may have
missed one or two, but here’s the news.
There are ten houses under construction and two lots newly cleared on the
Caribbean side of the Queen’s
Highway. On the Atlantic side there
are eight houses under construction
and eight lots newly cleared. Total:
eighteen houses, ten lots.
Two years ago Bob Poehlman
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counted 108 houses, fifty-four on each
side of the highway. Today there are
126—maybe 130 at the outside, if we
missed any—about equally divided on
each side of the road. This is an
increase of about five percent.
How many of our 1700 lots are
cleared? If you assume each house
occupies an average of two lots (some
occupy up to ten), then add forty or
fifty other cleared lots, the figure is perhaps 300, but some think this is high.
We report—you decide!

mesick for, even when you were there...”

—Ruth Moore, Maine Writer

w’s hilly spine, with Eleuthera stretching to the horizon, the twin oceans placid on each side, we’re reminded of the truly unique
etter in evidence than from its hills, with the breezes blowing, no-see-ums absent, and a full 360-degree, panoramic view.

AUTHORIZE USE OF YOUR
EMAIL ADDRESS FOR
PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS
Association members have asked
for an email list of other members. We
cannot release this information without
each owner’s permission. If you would
like your email address to be released,
in return for a list of others who have
also agreed, please advise Bill Hoffman
(Treasurer@RainbowBay.org). Bill
could set up a form on the web site for
this purpose. Let him hear from you.

COLOR IN THE RAINBOW TIMES
If you like the color photos in
this issue, help us out! The RBPOA
does not pay for color in The Rainbow
Times. It appears only through donations—in this issue courtesy of our
news editor. If you want it to continue,
you’ll have to assist.
A color photo costs $300, but
once that’s paid for, each additional
color photo, such as the one on our
back cover, costs only $35. Together,
the two cost $335 this issue.
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We have only one rule for color
photos: we will not publish photos of
your house, dogs, kids or boat! We will
gladly publish your favorite view from
your house, but not your residence
itself, for many obvious reasons.
The splendor of Eleuthera which
we all love is the vibrant tropical
scenery, and the rolling hills which are
unique among the Bahamas. And readers tell us they like the photos...
So help us with a donation!
Contact the editor (numbers on p2). ❖

RAINBOW PEOPLE

Cebric Bethel:
“Dr. Seabreeze”

STILL MAGIC AT 63: Dr.
Seabreeze as most visitors find him, singing the
songs of Eleuthera, The
Bahamas and the
Caribbean, at the
Rainbow Inn.

BY RICHARD LANGWORTH

I

f there’s a better-known citizen of
Eleuthera, we haven’t had the pleasure. The deep baritone and
melodic guitar of “Dr. Seabreeze”
were entertaining visitors at the
Rainbow Inn when I first arrived in
1981, and they’re still going strong
today. Known from Rock Sound to
Harbour Island, Breezy is one of the
most welcoming islanders you’ll ever
meet. A friend sums him up perfectly
when he refers to him as “the most
kissed man on the island.”
Cebric Bethel came from a big
home in Palmetto Point—six boys and
two girls—and left school early help his
family. Unlike three of his brothers, he
didn’t leave the island to take “contract
work” in the States but remained to
help raise his younger siblings.
He started singing with a band of
island boys at the old French Leave and
the U.S. Navy Base. When the band
broke up in 1969 he took his guitar
and struck out on his own. Early gigs
were at the Tranquility and Buccaneer
Clubs, and Hatchet Bay in its heyday,
where you could get everything from
fan belts to charter yachts. Breeze was
the first entertainer at the original
Rainbow Inn, which began as a small
white bungalow run by Jo and Walt
Schubert. Between engagements he
drove taxis and was a skin diver/guide.
Those among us “of a certain age”
remember Seabreeze at “Lucky’s Wagon
Wheel,” the little building on the left
past the first uphill road as you enter
J.C., known later as “Monica’s.” Here
of an evening, the Doctor’s calypso was
punctuated by the saxophone of Datus
Moore, who built the house next to
Rainbow Beach. “We played together,”
Seabreeze remembers. “We’d teach
Monica’s boys to play the drums, and
they would join us. Datus was the type
of guy who liked to show people what
he was doing. He was a good music
teacher. I learned a lot from him.”

COVER PHOTO: Perry
Clarke of Savanah
Sound painted this picture at West Beach on
Windermere Island with
Eleuthera in the background. Seabreeze often
entertained at
Windermere, and a resident asked Perry to paint
him in action. The portrait is now proudly
owned by Matt Hoopes.
While Perry Clarke
doesn't paint as often as
he did, he has several
works available for sale
and anyone interested in
seeing them may contact
Matt for the details.

“I was tall and skinny in the
beginning when I drove a cab, but I
put on weight eating too much junk
food. With the little money I had
made I bought my first Cadillac, a ’52
or ’53 Fleetwood, ten years old at the
time. In those days we’d wait for the
wealthy guys, big fruit growers and
cattle farmers, to bring those cars in.
They were cheap and you only had to
pay about £150 for a decent car.”
This much talent soon found
Seabreeze on the road, in the clubs of
Acapulco, Paris, San Francisco, Mexico
City, London, Berlin and Brussels. He
was the first Bahamian to play for the
New York Yacht Club; he entertained
Prince Charles and Princess Diana,
Prince Andrew and Duchess Sarah; and
longtime Eleutheran Jacques Cousteau.
From “Shame and Scandal in De
Family” to the haunting “Wind
Beneath My Wings” and his trademark
“Island in the Sun,” his rich music is as
much a part of Eleuthera as the sea, the
sand and the sun.
Talk awhile with Seabreeze and
you find a touch of melancholy. He’s
had his share of personal tragedies, the
loss of his dear wife foremost, and he
looks a little sadly on the music now
prevalent on his island. “The young
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people aren’t into calypso. The music is
different—amplifiers and crazy hard
music, discos with big speakers. They
attract the young crowd.
“We’re dealing with a different
generation. And television has made a
big difference. It brought crime as well.
TV is good for news and weather, but
really, some movies should be banned.
Young people are doing things they
shouldn’t be doing. Some people say,
‘don’t try this at home!’ but they try it
anyway, and do the stupidest things.
Everybody has those satellites and they
sell you these packages. Hey man, life
is too short. Let the young people deal
with that. I know I used to like loud
music and amplifying it when I was
young, too.”
Despite regrets, Seabreeze is
basically an optimist. “It’s still a very
friendly island, there’s no culture
clashes, the Now Generation is a world
away across the sea, and the Bahamians
are just as happy to have foreigners on
the island. I don’t want to see it like
Freeport; I’d like to see it grow a little
bit more, but steady and patient,
enough for jobs.”
Seabreeze points out that the “season” on Eleuthera is different from
Nassau, good from Thanksgiving up >

SEABREEZE...
until Christmas, and then dropping
off. In January the visitors come back
and things start closing around May.
I remember Seabreeze conjuring
up a special verse for my friend Jerry
Smith, who bought the house now
owned by Vanessa and Bernard
Clement, after dragging us to a dozen
house-viewings on our joint vacation
in 1982. That was a special year for
Barbara and me, too: not only was our
son Ian born, but we bought our own
lots on Wandering Shore Drive. Jerry
was leaving for home the next day,
dark as a berry. Seabreeze took a look
at him and sang:
“Over here we have dis gentleman
“He been woikin on his tan,
“Now he go back to Michigan
“But he sing a song of de island.”
Is he the last of his kind? We pray
not, but we don’t know anyone like
him. Breezy did a television show a
few years ago, and was inviting young
people to come up and talk, “because,
you know, I’m the oldest one doing
what I’m doing.” He was amazed that
not one of them asked him, “Dr.
Seabreeze, would you show me how to
play the guitar?”
He still thinks of himself as
young, and so do we, but he has a
fatalistic streak. “I’ve got a lot of things
going on, but I’m taking blood pressure pills. You know, anything can
happen! And when it’s gone, it’s gone.
I’m the only one and the younger generation can’t see that. Happens all the
time, in a whole lot of other fields. I
enjoy my work, but I’m sorry I’m the
only one. You know the saying:
‘Everybody wants to go to Heaven, but
nobody wants to die.’”
Close your eyes, anywhere you
are, and you can see him playing. The
voice and the music come floating
back on the mental CD all visitors to
Eleuthera carry home. “Always a pleasure”—his standard greeting to
friends—is doubly apposite in reference to him. For the Lord threw away
the pattern on this one: there’s nobody
like Seabreeze.
❖

More Michigan Neighbors:
Kirtland’s Warbler
BY STEWART MORRISON

KIRTLAND’S WARBLERS (sexes similar) are
easily identified. Banded birds (right) will help
track movements and assist population counts.

W

e have more northern
neighbors on Eleuthera
during the winter than we
thought. But these neighbors are hard to get to know, even
though they do the same as the visitors
we know better. That is, they spend
summers in Michigan and winters in
The Bahamas. They also fly back and
forth, but they don’t need airlines.
They are Kirtland’s Warblers
(Dendroica kirtlandii), a very small bird
that breeds only in the immature Jack
Pine forests of Michigan in the summer, and crosses the ocean each
autumn to spend winters in our
islands. The count on their nesting
grounds in 2005 was over 1400 breeding pairs, up from only 170 in the
1970s, but still a figure that qualifies
for the endangered species list.
Since 1879 there have been
fewer than 200 individual sightings of
Kirtland’s Warblers in The Bahamas.
Much more is known about the bird’s
biology on the breeding grounds of
Michigan than on its winter home here
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in the islands—but that is about to
change because of the sighting a couple
of years ago of a number of “Kirtlands”
in south Eleuthera.
A major study of the
“Kirtlands” on their wintering grounds
in south Eleuthera is now underway.
This effort, a joint project of the
Nature Conservancy, the United States
Forest Service, the government of The
Bahamas, the Bahamas National Trust
and the College of The Bahamas, seeks
to learn more about the bird’s habits
while here in the islands. The
“Kirtland’s Warbler Research and
Training Project” aims, in addition to
its biological aspects, to train young
Bahamians in the biological sciences—
a most worthy objective.
Maybe you should get out the
binoculars and go spy on your new
Michigan neighbors this winter!
• For more details on the
Kirtland’s Warbler Research and Training
Project, which welcomes donations, see:
http://xrl.us/r5td.
❖

ANNOUNCEMENTS

9/30 Board Meeting

T

he Board met to consider
long-range planning, future
road maintenance and
improvement, and preliminary
budget needs. We have agreed to
improve the most severely damaged
quarry (gravel) roads within the current budget year. We will then work
to improve the paved roads with
additional patch and smear efforts.
We will evaluate the effectiveness of
the one-mile stretch of Overhill and
Ocean Drives, which was recently
sealed. We will attempt to accumulate the funds needed to maintain
roads in good condition, and to continue our work on the quarry roads.
At the March meeting, members voted to allow the Board to
establish a differentiated maintenance
fee schedule based on the uses of
property. Effective January, the schedule of annual fees will be as follows:
• Unimproved residential lots: $60.
• Improved residential lots (habitable
dwelling with toilet): $200. Note: one
house straddling two lots will be $260
total, not $400.
• Unimproved commercial lots: $100.
• Improved commercial lots: $300.
• Condominiums: $200 per unit.
• Individually-owned, unimproved
multi-dwelling lots: $60.
• Individually-owned, improved
multi-dwelling lots: $200.
Invoices will be sent to property
owners reflecting the new rates early
in 2007. Fees are payable by June 1
of each year. The Board sincerely
hopes that property owners who are
actively renting their homes will
make a generous voluntary donation
at least equal to the new rates.
—Donna Hoffman

Cable TV Anyone?
Maybe! If enough Rainbow residents sign up the service, which
includes local ZNS Bahamian news, a
package of USA stations, and access
to Coral Wave Internet, the service

could become a reality. For some.
It appears that the service would
have to hook up areas where a number of residents live. Owing to the
expense, the company cannot run
cable wires throughout all of the
Rainbow Bay roads.
Resident Freddie Ferguson is
Rainbow's spokesman and those
interested in being placed on the
request list should contact him either
by telephone (242-335-0460) or by
email: (fergief@batelnet.bs).
Approximate costs: deposit and
connection fee (one time charge)
$100; $30 per month; 12 month
contract required.

From the Editor
It is flattering to hear The
Rainbow Times described by some as
a “magazine.” It is, of course, a
newsletter—with layouts instead of
columns of type, features and departments, illustrations and coated paper.
(And no split infinitives!)
The value of a publication is
not measured in dollars. If it were,
the old news-sheet would be fine.
Our goal was to give a friendlier face
to the RBPOA; to reach and appreciate not only property owners but the
people of Eleuthera, on whom we all
often rely; and to highlight the beauties of our lovely island.
I have been surprised by the
lack of reaction or participation by
more “distant” readers. Comments
“in person” are most encouraging,
but communications from the “silent
majority” we never see are few, except
those who ask why they’re not mentioned. (See “Around & About” p4.)
Perhaps some saw the first issue
as an anomaly. Let me reassure you.
The Rainbow Times will be around as
long as the Board wants it around.
Here’s the tab: 12 pages twice a year,
coated paper and postage—even with
color photos donated—costs $3200:
about 4% of 2005 net assets. And
that’s your money. So if you ever
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decide it’s not worth 4%, hey mon,
no problem, we have lots to do, and
will go quietly!
We’re just an email away. Tell us
what features you like and don’t like.
Tell us how you found Eleuthera;
why it appeals to you; when you
built, or are planning to build. Send
tips, quips and news. We can rabbit
on endlessly; but that would just be a
personal parade. —RML

Winter Stargazing
What you’ll see if you gaze skyward on
a clear Eleuthera night this winter.
With the additional solar panels
installed by the Atlantis crew, the
International Space Station should be
as bright as Jupiter. We should see it
for up to five minutes when passing
over The Bahamas. For a list of days
with sighting opportunities, see
www.spaceflight1.nasa.gov.
The
January sky
will have a
full moon
on the 3rd.
Orion,
everyone’s
favorite constellation,
will be in
the southeastern sky, with Sirius shining
brightly below. The Pleiades will be
almost overhead, but may be difficult
to see with the bright moon. Venus is
just sinking in the southwest and
may be visible at sunset.
Looking northwest about 45°
with binoculars, you will be able to
locate the spiral galaxy Andromeda. If
you know just where to look, you can
even see it with the naked eye! It is
always a thrill to find it.
Jupiter, Mars and Saturn are
visible just before sunrise. Look
southeast for Jupiter with Mars
below, and to the west to see Saturn.
—Barbara Langworth ❖

MINUTES

Rainbow Bay Property Owners Association
2006 Annual General Meeting, 18 March 2006
Board members attending: Perry Pinder, Charlie
Moore, Bob Poehlman, George Chiulli, Donna Hoffman,
Matt Hoopes. Absent: Gene Dawe. Other members and
guests attending: 50.
The meeting was called to order at 10:00. Thirtyfour proxies were accepted. Minutes of the 2005 meeting were approved unanimously.
Confirmation of Board members was as follows:
Perry Pinder, Charlie Moore, Donna Hoffman, George
Chiulli, and Matt Hoopes. Bob Pohelman has resigned
and Gene Dawe did not reapply.
President’s Report: Perry reviewed the Board’s
work for the past year (met five times) and its accomplishments: a newly formatted newsletter (Richard), new
tractor and trailer (Charlie), more cement road work
(Bob), new garbage bin and trash site (Matt), fire truck
contribution (Pat and Stew).
Perry introduced new members and discussed the
rules for those renting houses. Homeowners are responsible for any damage to RBPOA property.
Regarding the rash of break-ins, the police helped
by calling a community meeting, following up on leads,
recovering items, arresting three, and increasing area
patrols. Perry stressed the need to report names of caretakers, and to give caretakers police telephone numbers.
Inn Site B Condominiums: Owner Arvid
Hvidsten said that redesigned plans had been submitted
and are awaiting approval. He described the type of
sewers, and the new layout. New plans will be submitted
to the Board for approval.
Property fees were discussed vs. inflation. Having
been unable to establish “user fees,” the decision was
made to establish a scale of rates to go into effect in
2007: unimproved lots will remain at $60; lots with
house $200 (one house straddling two lots would be
$260), unimproved commercial lots $100, improved
commercial lots $300. Donations were requested from
steady renters. The board will review input and set rates.
In the ensuing discussion, the rate for improved commercial lots was thought too low; members thought it
worth getting a legal opinion regarding “impact fees” for
new construction. There will be a new application fee of
$100 for a building permit. The Eleuthera Administrator
in Governor’s Harbour will help establish that Rainbow
permits must be presented prior to the grant for a government building permit.
Committees: All volunteers work hard and accomplish a lot, but it was the sense of the meeting that we
need “new blood,” new ideas, and new people. Without
additional volunteer help, labor costs will rise. The
“Spirit of Rainbow” has been volunteerism.
Treasurer’s Report: Past due fees have increased
the yearly revenue; realtors and lawyers have helped with

collections. Road work continues to be our most expensive expenditure. Other items of expense were the new
trash building, tractor/trailer and Bahamian corporation
fees ($2000). See wrappers, Spring 2006 issue.
George Chiulli reviewed the past, saying that
Rainbow has come a long way since he was presented
with a check book with a balance of $2000. Under his
leadership the balance climbed to over $100,000.
Stewart Morrison said that with a present balance
of $120,000, the Board should put more details in the
budget to explain where funds are needed, especially
with proposed rate increases. The future of the tennis
court, given the increase in population, needs also to be
addressed.
Clear-cutting: A member suggested that Island
Homes developers be asked not to clear-cut lots for
building, but leave good trees standing.
Donna Hoffman gave a tribute to Bob and
Maureen Poehlman. While Bob is retiring from the
Board, he will continue as the appointed vice president
in charge of road work.
The meeting adjourned at 11:30.
Extraordinary Meeting, 18 March 2006
The meeting was called to order at 11:35 and the
2005 minutes were accepted as read.
Changes to articles of incorporation were considered. A change in language was adopted with regard to
fees: “...apportioned in accordance with a differentiated
schedule of fees to be determined by the Board from
time to time, which may consider differences n lot size,
frontage, zoning, improvements, dwellings and usage. In
addition...” This change in language was approved.
The meeting adjourned at 11:45.
Board of Directors Meeting, 18 March 2006
The board met at 11:55 to appoint officers and
new board members. Barbara Langworth was asked to
call the meeting to order. Perry Pinder was elected
President, Charlie Moore Vice President, John Kavali
and Richard Longchamps as new Board members. The
meeting adjourned at 12 noon.
Respectfully submitted, Matt Hoopes, Secretary
2007 Annual General Meeting
The 2007 Annual General Meeting is scheduled for
February 24th. However, as in the past, it is unlikely that
a quorum will be present. Threfore, the actual Annual
General Meeting will be held on Saturday, 3 March
2007 at 10 a.m. in the Association building near the
Rainbow Inn. The current Board of Directors is serving a
two-year term so there will be no nominations of directors this year. Make plans now to attend the meeting and
the annual Rainbow Beach barbecue which follows. ❖
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VIEWPOINTS
MEMBER ADVERTISEMENTS
Ads subject to RBPOA usual ad policies Mail or
email to the editor (page 2).

Quiet Caribbean View. Oversized
(14,460 sq. ft.) lot with Caribbean
view. Lot 25, Block 38, Section C.
Private drive next door. Elevation 4550 ft. $30,000 USD. Contact: James
E. Russell, Telephone: 205-387-0902.
Two Views for the price of one!
Oversized (14,230 sq. ft.) hilltop
property overlooking both the
Atlantic Ocean and the Caribbean
Sea. Lot 32, Block 40, Sec C is priced
to sell at $30,000 USD (OBRO) plus
lawyers’ fees. Contact: Suzanne Baga
by email: esb209@msn.com.

RAINBOW CAY from Honey Creeper Hill, the island stretching “down east’ from the Airport in the
background. Color photos this issue (cover and back cover) generously donated by Matt Hoopes.
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In this issue...
Rainbow People: “Dr. Seabreeze”
More Progress on Road Resurfacing
CEPAC Formed to Support Island Police
Queen’s Baths and Big Rock “Karst”
House and Lot Survey
Watching for Kirtland’s Warblers
Association Fees and Minutes

Beautiful Caribbean View Homesite.
Excellent southeast, south and southwest views of Caribbean Sea.
Elevation 75-90 ft. Near tennis court
and Rainbow Inn. Section A, Block
2, Lot 5. Asking $25,000 USD.
Contact: Wanda Lockwood.
Telephone 914-420-1468, email
wandafish4@aol.com.
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